A Molecular Dynamics Investigation of the Thermostability of Cold-Sensitive I707L KlenTaq1 DNA Polymerase and Its Wild-Type Counterpart.
DNA polymerase I from Thermus aquaticus ( Taq DNA polymerase) is useful for polymerase chain reactions because of its exceptional thermostability; however, its activity at low temperatures can cause amplification of unintended products. Mutation of isoleucine 707 to leucine (I707L) slows Taq DNA polymerase at low temperatures, which decreases unwanted amplification due to mispriming. In this work, unrestrained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on I707L and wild-type (WT) Taq DNA polymerase at 341 and 298 K to determine how the mutation affects the dynamic nature of the protein. The results suggest that I707L Taq DNA polymerase remains relatively immobile at room temperature and becomes more flexible at the higher temperature, while the WT Taq DNA polymerase demonstrates less substantial differences in dynamics at high and low temperatures. These results are in agreement with previous experimental results on the I707L mutant Taq DNA polymerase that show dynamic differences at high and low temperatures. The decreased mobility of the mutant at low temperature suggests that the mutant remains longer in the blocked conformation, and this may lead to reduced activity relative to the WT at 298 K. Principal component analysis revealed that the mutation results in decoupled movements of the Q helix and fingers domain. This decoupled nature of the mutant gives way to an increasingly flexible N-terminal end of the Q helix at 341 K, a characteristic not seen for WT Taq DNA polymerase.